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Statistical Database (統計データベース).Grid Data (メッシュデータ).Urban 
Information System (都市情報システム).Graphic Brouser (グラフィックブラ
ウザ)
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Urban analysis is gaining importance reflecting service orientation of the economy， quality 
of life orientation， the needs for disaster prevention， and environmental concerns. The global 
community is also shifting from linkages of national economies to that of megacities. 
The new dimensions in urban analysis point to a comprehensive analytical framework which 
supersedes disciplinary boundaries and administrative divisiveness. The construction of 
urban-oriented regional database is an attempt to respond to the needs for information system 
which provides common factual data. This paper reports on construction of a prototype of such 
a database which is located at the Center for Information Infrastructure constructed by the 
Information Technology Promotion Agency， anaffi1iate of the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry， on the Keio University Shonan Fujisawa Campus. 
Grid data and digital data from Population Census， Establishment Survey， Digital 
Cartographic Information， and Landsat have been systematized in the database system. 
Two-and three-dimensional graphic brouser has been developed in order to facilitate access to 
the datasets. 
